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 Rational Rose is an Open Source, Java-based, object-oriented programming language, and Integrated Development
Environment. Rational Rose is a modern object-oriented programming language for the Java platform. Rational Rose is the
successor to the Rose programming language, which was first released in 1987. Rational Rose provides developers with the

ability to create standard programming and development environments, support their own integrated development environments,
and create different languages based on a common set of concepts. The Rose programming language has also been ported to the
C programming language. Rational Rose consists of the core language features, high-level language features, and the support for

using the Rose language. Rational Rose is a free software released under the GNU General Public License. Java Java is a
computer programming language that is owned and developed by Sun Microsystems. Rose is a native Java-based language. Java

is written in the public domain and developed by Sun. Java program code is object-oriented, has automatic memory
management, allows object reuse, supports inheritance, and multiple inheritance. A Java program is made up of classes, objects,
and instances. Classes are known as the "programming units." Objects are data. Instances are created by initializing classes and

creating objects. Java has a reference counting memory management system. Java is used in many applications. Commonly used
Java-based applications include the World Wide Web, desktop software, such as Swing, Java, AWT, and AWT Metal. Java is

also used in network servers, embedded systems, smart mobile devices, workstations, and portable devices. Programming
languages C C is a general purpose, imperative, procedural programming language first released in 1969. C is a high-level

programming language. It uses a human-readable text format that is easy to read. The C language is closely associated with Unix
and operating systems. Its syntax is free-format, unlike languages like Java, which requires structure to be specified. C is

specified using the ISO/IEC 9899:1990 standard. In 1992, the ANSI X3.159–1989 standard was adopted by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) to include the C language. C has different version numbers, such as C99. C99 is the most

recent version of C. C99 includes many changes from the previous C standards, such as the availability of variable length arrays.
C++ C++ is a general purpose, imperative, procedural, f3e1b3768c
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